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GRAVEL ROAD IS A RAILROAD STATION AT YOUR DOOR, OR AT LEAST AS NEAR TO YOUR DOOR AS THE ROAD COMES ?
V.

THAT IT MEANS

AUTO-TRUC- K

LINES WILL BE ESTABLISHED TO HAUL YOUR FREIGHT?
i?
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That Auto Busses will carry you or members of your family, to town an
back at a low cost, if you do not care to drive in yourself?.
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THAT YOU WILL SAVE THE BERRY JUICE THAT IS NOW LOST IN HAULING YOUR BERRIES TO MARKET OVER ROUGH ROADS?
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ROAD NULIFIES THE EFFECT OF THE MAIL ORDER HOUSE CATALOGUE AS NO PERSON WILL BUY BY MAIL IF THEY CAN GET TO TOWN AN
,
.
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SEETHE GOODS IN YOUR STORE?
THAT EVERY

GOOD

Property ji

M To
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Yoy Resize
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THAT IF THE FARMERS PROSPER, THE MERCHANTS WILL PROSPER AND THAT WILL DRAW OTHER MERCHANTS TO SALEM WHO WILL WANT TO RENT
AND THEREBY BOOST THE RENTAL VALUE OF YOUR BUILDINGS?

MARION COUNTY MARKET ROADS COMMITTEE.

(Paid advertisement)
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Killed In Action.
Theodore E Anderson, Chicago 111.
George W Krause, Seattle Wash.
Chester C Lecjier, Frecport Pa.
Burley P Morris, Blnckeley W Va.
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Died of Disease
Anthony L Arnet, Gridley Oil.
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Harry Burris is Again at home,
Total
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